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Bicuspid Valve-Related
Aortic Disease:
Flow Assessment with Conventional Phase-Contrast MRI
Nicholas S. Burris, MD, Michael D. Hope, MD
Abbreviations

BAV
bicuspid aortic valve

TAV
tricuspid aortic valve

MRI
magnetic resonance imaging

2D
two-dimensional

3D
three-dimensional

PC MRI
phase-contrast MRI

4D Flow
3D, time-resolved phase-

contrast MRI

WSS
wall shear stress

AS
aortic stenosis

AI
aortic insufficiency
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Rationale and Objectives: Abnormal blood flow with bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) has been character-

izedwith four-dimensional flowmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI), but this approach is time consuming

and requires technical expertise. We assess the relationship between different leaflets fusion patterns
with BAV, eccentric systolic flow, and dilation patterns of the ascending aorta using two-dimensional

(2D) phase-contrast (PC) MRI.

Materials and Methods: Fifty-nine patients with BAV who underwent cardiac MRI were identified; 47
had right–left (RL) aortic leaflet fusion and 12 had right-noncoronary (RN) fusion. Flow displacement

was calculated, and patients with abnormal displacement (>0.1) were classified as either rightward or

leftward. Patterns of aortopathy were determined (0–3), and correlation between leaflet fusion, flow di-

rection, aortopathy type, and other clinical parameters was performed with Pearson correlation, the
Fisher exact test and chi-square analysis.

Results: Normal systolic flow was seen in 24% of cases and was significantly correlated with normal

aortas (P = .011). Abnormal flow displacement with RL fusion was strongly associated with rightward
deviation (36 of 37 cases), whereas RN fusion skewed leftward (seven of eight cases;P < .01). In patients

with aortopathy, RL fusion was strongly associated with type 2 aortopathy and RN with type 3 aortop-

athy (P < .01).

Conclusions: Conventional PCMRI can identify abnormal systolic flow and differences in jet orientation

with BAV. RL leaflet fusion is associated with rightward flow deviation and type 2 aortopathy, whereas

RN fusion is linked to leftward deviation and type 3 aortopathy. The presence and direction of eccentric

flow jets may help risk stratify these patients for valve-related aortic disease.

Key Words: MRI; aorta; valves; BAV; eccentric jets; flow displacement; phase-contrast MRI.
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C
haracterization of eccentric systolic blood flow with

bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) has been extensively per-

formed using four-dimensional flow (4D Flow)

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (1,2). Although there is

much debate about the significance of these flow patterns,

their presence and association with aortic dilation in patients

with BAV has been used to support the argument that

altered systolic hemodynamics with BAV play a significant
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role in the aortopathy exhibited by these patients (3,4).

However, to date, only a few, small cohorts have suggested

the prognostic value of MRI flow data in patients with BAV

(5,6). One reason for this is the relatively slow growth rates

of the ascending aorta, typically in the range of #1 mm/

year (7). Another reason is the length and complexity of

both the 4D Flow acquisition and calculation of flow-

related parameters, which have limited its clinical applicability.

Conventional phase-contrast (PC) MRI is often performed

in the ascending aortas of patients with BAV to quantify the

degree of aortic regurgitation (8). The calculation is derived

from through-plane velocity data for a cross-sectional plane

in the tubular ascending aorta, which can be acquired in a sin-

gle breath-hold. These same data can also be used to assess

some of the less-complex findings that have been reported

with 4D Flow, such as the presence of eccentric systolic

flow and calculation of flow displacement (9). The aim of

this study is to use routine PC data (i.e., two-dimensional
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Figure 1. Representative cases of types

0, 2 and 3 aortopathy. Note that type 1

aortopathy was not included because of
the limited number of patients with this

pattern in our study. Maximum intensity

projections of magnetic resonance angiog-

raphy data demonstrate the pattern of aort-
opathy, with the associated planar analysis

of systolic flow provided for each case. The

patient with the normal aorta (type 0) had
right–left (RL) aortic leaflet fusion and a

flow displacement value of 0.02. The pa-

tient with type 2 aortopathy had RL aortic

leaflet fusion and a flow displacement
value of 0.26 oriented in the right-

posterior (RP) quadrant. The patient with

type 3 aortopathy had right-noncoronary

aortic leaflet fusion and a flow displace-
ment value of 0.24 oriented in the left-

posterior (LP) quadrant. LA, left-anterior;

RA, right-anterior.
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[2D] PC MRI) to evaluate the interrelationship between sys-

tolic flow, aortopathy, and different aortic leaflets fusion pat-

terns in patients with BAV. We hypothesize that this faster

and less technically involved MRI approach to assessing aortic

hemodynamics with BAV will reveal important abnormalities

of flow that are associated with different types of aortopathy

and aortic leaflet fusion patterns.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Diagnostic radiology reports at our institution spanning a

period of the past 11 years (2001–2013) were reviewed which

identified 59 unique patients with BAVafter application of in-

clusion/exclusion criteria. Patients of all age were included if

they had at least one prior echocardiogram and their MR

studies included PC evaluation of the ascending aorta and

contrast-enhanced MRA. Exclusion criteria were history of

aortic valve or aortic root surgery, complex congenital heart

disease, or poor quality study in which dimensions of

ascending aortic and/or aortic leaflet fusion pattern could

not be determined (total of 29 patients excluded for these rea-

sons). Additionally, two patients were identified with left-

noncoronary (LN) fusion patterns but were excluded from

analysis because of small group size.

The diagnosis of BAV and specifics of the aortic leaflet

fusion was made byMRI and/or echocardiography, and all fu-

sions considered complete for the purposes of analysis. In four

cases where there was initial disagreement in fusion pattern

between clinical MRI report and echocardiogram report,
however, after review of images, consensus was reached in

all cases. Aortic stenosis (AS) and aortic insufficiency (AI)

severity was based on echocardiography report closest in

time to MRI examination. Two blinded reviewers (M.D.H.

and N.S.B. with 10 and 6 years experience, respectively,

with cardiovascular imaging) measured ascending aortic di-

ameters independently at standard levels through the

ascending aorta, and average measurements were used for

analysis (10). Aortic segment dilation was determined by

aortic size index measurements, as per Roman et al. and Della

Cote et al. (11,12), and was then used to classify the aortas into

the following groups of aortopathy: type 0 = normal aorta;

type 1 = dilated aortic root; type 2 = dilation involving the

tubular portion of the ascending aorta; and type 3 = diffuse

involvement of the ascending aorta extending to the arch

(3,11–13) (Fig 1). In cases where there was initial disagree-

ment on aortopathy type between reviewers (n = 2), indepen-

dent re-review was performed, and consensus was achieved in

all cases. Awaiver of informed consent was obtained from our

institutional review board for the retrospective data analysis

performed for this study, which was compliant with the

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.
MRI Technique

All scans were acquired at 1.5 Twith either an Achieva (Philips

Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), using a five-

channel cardiac coil, or a Signa CV/I (General Electric

Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI), using an eight-channel
691



TABLE 1. Characteristics of Study Population by Valve Fusion Pattern

Characteristic Right–Left Fusion (n = 47) Right-Noncoronary Fusion (n = 12) P Value

Age (years), mean � standard deviation 29.8 � 12.8 28.1 � 17.2 .7

Male patients, n (%) 28 (60) 10 (83) .18

Coarctation history, n (%) 24 (51) 3 (25) .11

Aortopathy, n (%)

Type 0 20 (43) 4 (33) .56

Type 1 2 (4) 0 .46

Type 2 20 (43) 1 (8) .023

Type 3 5 (10) 7 (58) .0002

Systolic flow, n (%)

Normal 10 (22) 4 (33) .38

Rightward 36 (76) 1 (8) <.0001

Leftward 1 (2) 7 (58) <.0001

Aortic stenosis, n (%)* 4 (9) 3 (25) .12

Aortic insufficiency, n (%)* 10 (22) 2 (17) .72

*Defined as moderate/severe dysfunction.
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cardiac coil. PC imaging was performed at a plane perpendic-

ular to the proximal, tubular ascending aorta. The velocity

encoding value was adjusted to minimize aliasing of signal; a

range of 150–400 cm/s was used. A 16-phase, free-breath

sequence was performed on the Philips system in 10 patients.

The imaging parameters were as follows: echo time (TE), 3.2–

6.6 milliseconds; repetition time (TR), 5.4–10.0 milliseconds;

matrix 96 to 256 � 256; field of view (FOV), 240–320 mm;

slice thickness, 5–10 mm; and number of excitations, 3. In 33

patients, a 40-phase breath-hold sequence was used with the

following imaging parameters: TE, 2.9–3.1 milliseconds;

TR, 4.8–5.0 milliseconds; matrix, 128 � 256; FOV,

320 mm; slice thickness, 8 mm; and number of excitations,

1. A 30-phase breath-hold sequence was performed in 16 pa-

tients on the GE system with the following imaging parame-

ters: TE, 5.7–5.9 milliseconds; TR, 5.4–10.0 milliseconds;

matrix, 128 � 256; FOV, 320 mm; slice thickness, 8 mm;

and number of excitations, 1.

Patients underwent three-dimensional (3D) contrast-

enhanced angiography in the parasagittal plane after the

administration of gadopentetate dimeglumine IV

(0.1 mmol/kg body weight, Magnevist; Bayer Schering,

Berlin-Wedding, Germany) at a rate of 2.0 mL/s. On the Phi-

lips system, imaging parameters were as follows: TE, 1.55 mil-

liseconds; TR, 5.3 milliseconds; matrix, 173� 400; FOV, 340

� 400; and number of excitations, 1. On the GE system, im-

aging parameters were as follows: TE, 2.7 milliseconds; TR,

5.5 milliseconds; matrix, 160 � 256; FOV, 320 � 320; and

number of excitations, 0.5. The time delay between the start

of the contrast injection and image acquisition was deter-

mined with bolus tracking. Two breath-hold acquisitions

(20–30 seconds) were performed.
Data Collection and Analysis

Segmentation of the aortic lumen was performed at peak sys-

tole (ie, the time point of maximum flow). Systolic flow
692
displacement from the vessel center, a parameter developed

to quantify flow eccentricity independent of vessel size (9),

was calculated from this segmentation using flow analysis soft-

ware (Medis, Netherlands). This parameter is calculated in the

following way: 1) the anatomic center of the aorta for a single

cross-sectional imaging plane is defined, 2) the ‘‘center of ve-

locity’’ of the forward flow at peak systole is then defined, 3)

the distance between these two points is calculated, and 4) this

distance is then normalized by dividing through by the aortic

diameter for the analysis plane. The magnitude data from the

PC images were used to calculate the aortic diameter and

anatomic center; this approach has previously been shown

to be reproducible (6). On the basis of prior work with flow

displacement, a value of <0.1 was considered normal,

‘‘midline’’ flow (6,9). Additionally, the anatomic quadrant

into which the flow displacement was directed (ie, right-

anterior, right-posterior, left-anterior, left-posterior) was

recorded.
Statistics

Pearson correlation was used to evaluate the interrater reli-

ability of aortic measurements at the four measured locations

(sinuses of Valsalva, sinotubular junction, level of main pulmo-

nary artery, and prearch). Frequencies of categorical variables

were compared with the chi-square analysis and the Fisher

exact test where appropriate. Comparison means for contin-

uous variables was performed with unpaired t tests and

ANOVA with Bonferroni correction as appropriate, and a P

value of <.05 was considered significant. Pearson correlation

was used to measure degree of association. Because of small

sample sizes, the variables for severity of AS and AI were

collapsed to binary variables where categories of ‘‘moderate’’

or ‘‘severe’’ valve dysfunction were considered significant

and ‘‘mild’’ or ’’none’’ valve dysfunction categories were

considered insignificant. Subgroups of patients with left-

anterior and right-anterior quadrant flow displacement were



TABLE 2. Associations by Flow Subgroup

Characteristic

Normal

Flow

(n = 14)

Rightward

Flow

(n = 37)

Leftward

Flow

(n = 8)

Age (years) 23.8 � 12.6 32.2 � 12.5 26.6 � 19.0

Flow displacement 0.06 � 0.02 0.21 � 0.04* 0.26 � 0.09*

Aortic shape

Type 0 10 (72)y 11 (30) 3 (37)

Type 1 1 (7) 1 (3) 0

Type 2 1 (7) 19 (51)y 1 (13)

Type 3 2 (14) 6 (16) 4 (50)z

Fusion pattern

RL 10 (71) 36 (97)y 1 (13)

RN 4 (29) 1 (3) 7 (87)y

The values are presented as mean � standard deviation or n (%).

*Statistically significant compared to normal flow (P < .01).
yStatistically significant (P < .01) by chi-square.
zStatistically significant (P < .05) by chi-square.
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small (n = 7 and 2, respectively), and for purposes of analysis,

these groups were merged into ‘‘rightward’’ and ‘‘leftward’’

groups. History of coarctation was defined as a history of prior

complete end-to-end resection or patch aortoplasty. All statis-

tical analyses were performed using Stata 13.0 (StataCorp LP,

College Station, TX).
RESULTS

Average patient age was 29.1 � 13.6 years, and a majority of

patients were men (64%, 38 of 59). Right–left (RL) leaflet

fusion (n = 47) was more frequent than right-noncoronary

(RN) fusion (n = 12). Roughly half of patients had a history

of repaired aortic coarctation (27 of 59), although no patients

had persistent, hemodynamically significant coarctation

(>20 mm Hg) by gradient analysis. The distribution of aort-

opathy was the following: type 0, 24 patients; type 1, 2 pa-

tients; type 2, 21 patients; and type 3, 12 patients. Average

aortic dimensions for the dilated aortic segments by aortop-

athy type were sinuses of Valsalva, 4.2 � 0.1 cm for type 1

aortopathy; tubular ascending aorta, 4.2 � 0.5 cm and

4.5 � 0.5 cm for types 2 and 3 aortopathies, respectively;

and prearch, 3.4� 0.3 cm for type 3 aortopathy. A strong cor-

relation was found between reviewers for aortic measure-

ments (r > 0.9). Type of aortopathy showed no statistically

significant associations with sex, body surface area, or AS/

AI by ANOVA and chi-square analysis.

There was a trend toward younger age in patients with

normal aortas (type 0) were versus those with aortopathy,

although this was marginally significant (25.3 � 12.7 vs.

32.3 � 13.8 years, P = .051). Patients with type 3 aortopathy

were less likely to have a history of aortic coarctation

compared with other aortic shapes (0 of 12 vs. 27 of 47,

P < .001). Less than one-third of patients studied had signifi-

cant aortic valve disease: seven patients had significant AS, 12
patients had significant AI, and no patients had both signifi-

cant stenosis and insufficiency. Descriptive statistics of the pa-

tient characteristics by valve fusion pattern are presented in

Table 1.
Aortic Leaflet Fusion Patterns

There was no significant difference in mean age between

patients with RL versus RN aortic leaflet fusion

(29.8 � 12.8 vs. 28.1 � 17.2 years). Repaired aortic coarcta-

tion was more frequent in patients with RL than RN fusion

(24/47 vs. 3/12), although differences were nonsignificant

(P = .11). Type 2 aortopathy was significantly more frequent

in patients with RL fusion versus RN fusion (20 of 47 vs. 1 of

12, P = .023), whereas type 3 aortopathy was significantly

more frequent with RN fusion versus RL fusion (7 of 12 vs.

5 of 47, P = .002). Rightward displacement of systolic flow

was more frequent with RL fusion compared to RN fusion

(36 of 47 vs. 1 of 12, P< .001), whereas leftward displacement

was significantly more frequent with RN fusion compared to

RL fusion (7 of 12 vs. 1 of 47, P < .001). In patients with aort-

opathy, RL fusion was strongly associated with type 2 aortop-

athy (20 of 27 cases) and RN with type 3 aortopathy (7 of 8;

P = .002). These results are tabulated in Table 1.
Flow Displacement

Midline systolic flow (displacement <0.10) was seen in 14

patients: 10 with RL fusion and 4 with RN fusion. Midline

flow was significantly associated with normal aortas (type 0)

compared to those patients with eccentric flow (10/14 vs.

14/45, P = .007), although age did not significantly differ

between patients with midline and eccentric flow

(23.9 � 12.2 vs. 31.2 � 13.8, P = .08). Patients with any

type of aortopathy showed a higher flow displacement

than those with normal aortas (0.21 � 0.06 vs.

0.15 � 0.09, P = .002). In patients with eccentric systolic

flow (flow displacement >0.10), rightward flow displace-

ment was more frequent than leftward displacement (37

vs. 8). No significant difference in flow displacement values

was found between rightward and leftward displacement ori-

entations (0.21 � 0.04 vs. 0.26 � 0.09, P = .09). No signif-

icant association was found between displacement and age

(r = 0.17, P = .18). Mean displacement values did not differ

by the presence of significant AS (0.2 � 0.01 vs.

0.19 � 0.08, P = .68) or significant AI (0.17 � 0.08 vs.

0.19 � 0.08, P = .33).

Rightward flow displacement was associated with type 2

aortopathy compared to leftward flow displacement (19 of

21 vs. 2 of 21, P = .001), whereas leftward flow displacement

was associated with type 3 aortopathy compared to rightward

flow (8 of 12 vs. 4 of 12, P = .46). When only eccentric flow

was considered, a strong association was found between right-

ward flow displacement and RL fusion (36 of 37 patients),

whereas a similarly strong association was found between left-

ward flow displacement and RN fusion (7 of 8 patients;
693



Figure 2. Characteristic associations be-

tween leaflet fusion pattern, flow, and aort-
opathy. Right–left aortic leaflet fusion is

associated with rightward displacement

of systolic flow and type 2 aortopathy (ie,
dilation involving the tubular ascending

aorta), whereas right-noncoronary aortic

leaflet fusion is linked to leftward displace-

ment of systolic flow and type 3 aortopathy
(ie, diffuse dilation extending to the trans-

verse arch).
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P< .001). These results are tabulated in Table 2 with represen-

tative cases exhibited in Figure 1. No differences in magnitude

of flow displacement were found between studies performed

on Phillips or GE scanners (0.19 � 0.8 vs. 0.19 � 0.9, P = .9)

or between 16-, 30-, or 40-phase techniques by ANOVA

(F = 0.19, P = .82).
DISCUSSION

Conventional 2D PC MRI using a standard cross-sectional

plane in the tubular ascending aorta can characterize key dif-

ferences in systolic blood flow with BAV. Many, although not

all, patients studied (45 of 59) demonstrated abnormal systolic

flow. Fusion of the right and left (RL) aortic leaflets was asso-

ciated with rightward flow displacement and type 2 aortop-

athy, whereas fusion of the RN aortic leaflets was associated

to leftward flow displacement and type 3 aortopathy (Fig 2).

Patients with BAV and normal flow were significantly more

likely to have normal aortas despite being comparable in age.

BAV is common (1%–2% of population) and can lead to

significant aortic morbidity in young, relatively healthy pa-

tients (14,15). The aortopathy seen with BAV is favored to

represent intrinsic, structural aortic disease in many reports

(16). However, visualization of abnormal systolic flow with

4D FlowMRI has suggested a contributory role for hemody-

namics in the development of BAVaortopathy (17). Eccentric

systolic jets oriented toward the aortic convexity with the

more common RL aortic leaflet fusion pattern correlate

with the site of asymmetric aortic dilation often observed

with BAV, whereas the left-posterior jets that have been re-

ported with the less-common RN fusion may explain the

increased aortic arch dimensions in this subgroup (1,2,18–22).

The association between aortopathy and aortic leaflet

fusion with BAV, as well as its clinical significance, has

been further explored in recent publications (3,12,13).
694
Kang et al. show that type 3 aortopathy (ie, dilation

extending to the transverse arch) is linked to RN fusion.

Mahadevia et al. show RL fusion is linked to type 2

aortopathy (ie, dilation involving the tubular portion),

whereas RN fusion is associated with non–type 2

aortopathy. They also demonstrate clear differences in flow

jet orientations between RL and RN fusion, with right-

anterior jets seen with RL fusion and right-posterior jets

with RN fusion.

Our study confirms these findings using routine 2D PC, a

more clinically available technique. Among patients with

aortopathy, RL fusion is linked to type 2 aortopathy, whereas

RN fusion is linked to type 3 aortopathy (P < .01). Underly-

ing jet orientations are clearly different between RL and RN

fusions, with RL linked with rightward flow and RN linked

to leftward flow; these associations grow even stronger

when only patients with abnormal flow are included (36 of

37 RL cases have rightward flow, whereas 7 of 8 RN cases

have leftward flow, P < .001). Differences in the terminology

for describing jet orientation between our study and that of

Mahadevia et al. (ie, right-anterior and right-posterior vs.

rightward and leftward) may reflect differences in the axes of

4D Flow acquisitions and/or the different levels at which

flow was assessed (more proximal for Mahadevia et al.) and

the evolution of eccentric flow (ie, helicity) along the

ascending aorta.

Our study is different from that of Mahadevia et al. in

three important ways. First, we have made our observations

regarding flow with BAV and aortopathy using conven-

tional 2D PC MRI, rather than with 4D Flow. The advan-

tage of our approach is that any imager can use a routine

and short MRI sequence to collect these data. Second,

we focus on the parameter of flow displacement, which

can be easily calculated with commercially available soft-

ware (Medis, Netherlands), rather than on more complex
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parameters such as wall shear stress (WSS) that require

lengthy postprocessing and propriety analysis. Flow

displacement was developed as a straightforward way to

measure flow eccentricity that could be used as a surrogate

for WSS (9). Compared to WSS, it is both easier to calcu-

late and more reproducible (6). Third, we looked at a series

of unselected patients with BAV and a typical distribution

of RL and RN fusions (23,24), rather than a selected

cohort of patients. In addition to being more

representative of patients with BAV in general, our

patients were younger and more likely to have normal

aortas (24 of 59 in our study vs. 0 of 30 in Mahadevia

et al). As a substantial number of patients with BAV do

not develop aortopathy (14), these patients with normal

aortas are key to understanding the range and significance

of flow abnormalities seen with BAV. Importantly, we

have shown that normal systolic flow is linked to normal

aortas (P = .011), a finding which others have also demon-

strated (2). This finding suggests that the presence or

absence of flow abnormality could be used to risk stratify

younger patients for the likelihood of developing aortop-

athy and potentially that the degree of flow abnormality

could be used to fine-tune risk assessment, as recent reports

looking at the prognostic significance of eccentric flow

with BAV suggest (25).

Our study has several limitations. First, we do not have lon-

gitudinal data to evaluate the prognostic significance of our

findings. This was beyond the aim of our study, which was

to demonstrate that key associations between aortic leaflet

fusion, aortopathy, and flow can be made with conventional

2D PC MRI. However, in a recent longitudinal study of pa-

tients with BAVusing MRI, increased flow displacement was

associated with elevated aortic growth rates, suggesting the

prognostic value of our findings (25). Second, we have a rela-

tively small number of patients with RN fusion (n = 12).

Despite this relatively small number, however, we were able

to draw clear and statistically significant conclusions about

this BAV subgroup. Third, as our medical center is a ter-

tiary/quaternary care facility, more advanced disease may be

expected than in the general population. Yet, less than a third

of our patients had significant AS or regurgitation, and the in-

clusion of more patients with limited disease would presum-

ably strengthen the correlation we have found between

normal flow and the absence of aortopathy. Additionally

because of referral biases at our center, we noted a relatively

high incidence of concomitant aortic coarctation (51%),

potentially limiting generalization of our conclusions. How-

ever, other studies of different patient populations with BAV

have reached similar conclusions to those we present (3,13).

Fourth, we do not show an association between AI and root

dilation (ie, type 1 aortopathy) as others have reported (26).

This is likely due to both the relatively small number of pa-

tients with AI and type 1 aortopathy in our cohort. Finally,

the flow data we used were acquired from clinical scans where

there was technician-dependent variation in the placement of

imaging planes. Plane placement was based on anatomic land-
marks (ie, perpendicular to the proximal tubular ascending

aorta) without regard to 3D flow features through the

ascending aorta. Nonetheless, we were able to confirm previ-

ously reported associations between aortic leaflet fusion, flow,

and aortopathy.

In conclusion, routine 2D PC MRI can identify abnormal

systolic flow and differences in jet orientation in the ascending

aortas of patients with BAV. The presence and direction of

eccentric flow jets are clearly associated with different aortic

shapes and may help risk stratify these patients for valve-

related aortic disease. The wide availability of this MRI

sequence makes the analysis we have performed feasible at

centers without advanced technical and computational

support.
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